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INTRODUCTION1 

This paper describes a theoretical framework for the comparison of individual responses in a 

hypothetical contingent valuation setting and a simulated market (or actual cash transaction 

setting). The total valuation framework includes both direct use as well as existence services. 

The model is applied to valuation of several instream flow resources for which the existence 

motive is anticipated to be significant. The payment vehicle is a trust fund that was set up 

through the cooperation of The Montana Nature Conservancy. To our knowledge, this is the 

first time a field test has been implemented to examine the validity of contingent valuation 

for measuring primarily nonuse values. 

In this introductory section, we provide an overview of the policy setting and issues. Also in 

this section we define the concept of validation and provide a brief overview of our 

application. Following sections describe the theoretical model, survey methods and 

instruments, and some preliminary results. 

Contingent valuation is a tool that is increasingly important for public policy applications. In 

addition to bein& endorsed by the U.S. Water Resources Council (1983) for use in federal 

water and land implementation studies, this approach is an approved method for use in 

natural resource damage assessments under current Department of Interior (DOI) rules (U.S. 

Department of Interior 1986). Contingent valuation has recently been upheld in court rulings 
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challenging the validity of this approach in •superfund• applications.2 While there has been 

considerable interest in the validation of the contingent valuation method in the past, most 

previous work on validation has focused on applications involving direct (in mu> use of a 

given resource, such as outdoor recreation. However, it is apparent that for some resources 

the primary service derived is of the nonuse or existence variety. This has been shown, for 

example, with regard to protection of bald eagles and striped shiners in Wisconsin (Boyle 

and Bishop 1987), for wolf recovery in Yellowstone National Park (Duffield 1991) and for 

protection of the Mono Lake resource in California (Loomis 1987) as well as many other 

wildlife resources and unique natural environments. One can speculate that recent natural 

resource damage assessments such as the those related to the Exxon Ya1dcz oil spill also have 

a substantial existence component. 

Existence values, as first articulated by Krutilla (1967), are the values associated with 

knowing that a resource exists. Existence services have the attributes of being both nonrival 

and nonexcludable. These services are nonrival because there are z.ero marginal costs 

associated with additional individuals knowing that the given resource exists in a healthy 

viable state. This is the attribute generally used to define a pure public good or commodity 

(Samuelson 1954). Because existence services are also nonexcludable it is. very costly or 

impossible to esaablish property rights or entitlements to these services and thereby create 
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viable markets. The absence of observable market or even market-related behavior for these 

services means that revealed preference measures cannot be used to measure value. In fact 

the only approach available for measuring existence or nonuse values is contingent valuation. 
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This fact has been recognized by DOI in the original 1986 CERCLA regulations as well as in 

a more recent set of proposed revisions released in a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 

(NOPR) in April, 1991.3 However, DOI's emerging guidelines for use of contingent 

·valuation for nonuse values arc somewhat controversial. Because there is no research 

•comparing nonuse values to values based on revealed preference approaches• , DOI has 

characterized contingent valuation when used to measure nonuse values •as the least reliable 

method•.' As noted by Carson, Hanemann and Kopp (1991), because revealed preference 

methods fail (by definition) to measure nonuse values they are an unlikely criterion for 

assessing the reliability of contingent valuation for these types of values.' 

· This brief characteriz.ation of the larger policy setting begs the question of what is meant by 

•reliability• or •validity•. Mitchell and Carson (1989) provide a good overview of these 

concepts. Very briefly, reliability generally refers to the extent to which the variance of an 

estimate, such as mean willingness to pay, is due to random sources or •noise• .6 Reliability 

can be examined from the perspective of either the classical test-retest approach (Loomis 

1987 provides an example) or sample theory. In short, reliability is closely related to the 

issue of precision and is a function of survey design elements such as sample size. Only 

recently have these issues begun to be addressed for nonmarket valuation measures (Kealy, 

Dovidio and Roc1ce11 1988; Adamowicz, Fletcher and Graham-Tomasi; Park, Loomis and 

Creel 1991; Duffield and Patterson 1991). By contrast, validity measures the extent to which 

an instrument measures the concept under investigation. 1 From a statistical standpoint 

validity is the absence of systematic error or the extent to which a measure is unbiased. This 
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is likely to be a more serious concern for contingent valuation measures. 

There arc actually several different types of validity. Mitchell and Carson (1989) reference 

the taxonomy suggested by the American Psychological Association (1974), which includes 

content, criterion and construct validity. 1 Our concern is with criterion validity. Criterion 

validity is evaluated by comparing the measure of the construct (eg. a contingent valuation 

estimate of willingness to pay} to another measure that can be regarded as criteria. The 

obvious problem for evaluating nonmarket measures is that substantive criteria, such as 

market prices, are unlikely to be available. However, some very interesting work has been 

done in creating actual markets for some resource services in side-by-side experimental 

applications with contingent valuation. In these cases the cash transaction prices can provide 

a criteria for evaluating the nonmarket measure. The first such study was Bohm's (19'n) 

study of willingness to pay to see a television program. In another well-known study, a 

simulated market was developed for goose hunting permits for access to the Horicon area in 

Wisconsin (Bishop and Heberlein 1979). Bishop, Heberlein, Welsh and Baumgartner (1984) 

also conducted a series of experiments regarding deer huntin1 permits for the Sandhill 

Wildlife Demonstration area in Wisconsin. Dickie, Fisher and Gerkin& (1987) in 1984 

conducted experiments rcprding purchases of pints of strawberries. In general, these studies 

show a good correspondence between the hypothetical and simulated markets, particularly for 

willingness to pay measures. 
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In our investigation of criterion validity for contingent valuation we also use a cash 

transaction-simulated market criteria. The specific resource services we examine arc 

increased stream flows in two Montana streams, Swamp Creek and Big Creek, which are 

small tributaries of the Big Hole and Yellowstone Rivers respectively. The streams are 

currently badly dewatered but are potentially important spawning tributaries for two 

important endangered fisheries: the only fluvial population of Arctic grayling in the lower 48 

states and the population of Yellowstone cutthroat trout. It is anticipated that the existence 

services of these resources are much more important than direct use. The grayling resource 

in particular is located only the headwaters of the Big Hole and attracts very little direct 

angler use. Unlike the previous hypothetical-simulated market experiments, such as Bishop 

and Heberlein (1979), the services at issue are not excludable in the way that goose hunting· 

or deer hunting permits are. 9 The specific market that we construct is for membership in an 

instream flow trust fund. 10.The trust fund payment vehicle is one that has been widely used 

for valuing goods with significant nonusc components (eg. Boyle and Bishop 1987; Walsh, 

Loomis and Gillman 1984; Bowker and Stoll 1988). 

We will briefly described the specific policy setting of the application before turning to the 

next section. lnstream flows are a controversial policy issue in many we5tem states. 

Historically only diversionary uses of water have been recognized as •beneficial uses• under 

the prior appropriation doctrine. In Montana instream flow for recreation or fisheries was not 

recognized as a beneficial use under state law until 1975. While instream flow reservation 

policies are being developed and implemented in many states (McKinney and Taylor 1988), 
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these policies at best maintain the status quo. Only by creating at least limited markets in 

instream rights can potentially efficient transfers occur. This issue has long been debated in 

the Montana legislature. In 1989, the legislature passed House Bill 707, which gives the 

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (DFWP) the authority to lease water from 

willing sellers to keep water in a given stream to benefit fish populations. Water could be 

leased on up to five streams during the four ,years of the initial pilot program. This program 

was extended by Senate Bill No. 425 in 1991 to allow for leasing of water on up to ten 

streams for periods of up to 20 years. The streams mentioned above, Big Creek and Swamp 

Creek, were sites of the first potential water leases identified by Montana DFWP under this 

program. This institutional setting provided an opportunity to implement the trust fund 

experiment which we describe below. 

THEORY AND METHODS 

The value individuals place on increased stream flow and protection of specific fisheries can 

be derived from responses to both a hypothetical and actual cash trust fund. As noted, a trust 

fund payment vehicle has been used successfully in a number of other studies related to 

wildlife valuation. In this section a simple model of total value for instream flows is 

described that includes direct as well as existence services. The conceptual basis for 

measuring existence values in a total valuation framework has been previously examined by 

Randall and Stoll (1983) and Peterson and Sorg (1987). Only modeling of the choice problem 

under conditions of certainty is examined; option values are not investigated. The model 
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presented here utiliz.cs an indirect utility function 11 to define the welfare measures at issue. 

This treatment is similar to one developed by Boyle and Bishop (1987) for analysis of values 

related to bald eagles in Wisconsin. For brevity, only the main clements of the model arc 

presented. 

A compact way of describing the satisfaction that individuals derive from consumption of 

goods and services is a utility function. The level of well-being that respondents would 

experience with increased streamflows (water) is a function of their level of noriconsumptive 

or other direct uses (Nw), the water level which results in a viable restored fishery (W) 

which provides them with existence value, and a vector of all other goods and services ( 2) 

not expected to be affected by increased strearnflow. An individual's utility function, 

assumed to have the properties required by consumption theory, is then given by: 

U(Nw, W, Z) (1) 

The visitor is assumed to maximize her level of well-being subject to her budget constraint 

(income) and prices corrcsPonding to the set of goods and services modeled (Pw,Pz) where 

Pz is a vector and the existence service (being a pure public good) is unpriced. The solution 

to the consumer's constrained maximization problem results in optimal levels of goods and 

services. This optimal solution can be equivalently expressed in terms of an indirect utility 

function, V(.), where the arguments arc prices and income, Y. For example, in the current 

situation where there arc inadequate strcarnflows for viable fishery populations, let (Nw, W 

=0), the maximum attainable level of well-being for an individual is given by: 
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- 6J 0U(O,o,z·>· U• V(P.,,0,Pz,Y) (2) 

Where Uis the reference or current level of utility. Note that the price of in ~ water 

related uses, P:, is a price sufficiently high to make direct use services zero. This model 

provides a compact way of describing the value associated with changes in the current 

situation. If streamflow and hence fishery resources were present at some viable recovery 

level w, and direct use of the water resource was possible at a finite price, then there is 

some amount, WTP1
, which would make an individual ambivalent between the current level 

of services and one with adequate streamflow: 

(3) 

Because WTP1 is willingness to pay for an improvement, this is a compensating variation 

welfare measure (Hicks 1943). This measure provides a total valuation estimate for increased 

streamflow, since it includes both nonconsumptive and other direct uses of the resource as 

well as existence value. WTP1 can be estimated using contingent valuation or an actual cash 

transaction trust fund. We have previously implemented a trust fund valuation for several 

Montana rivers using a dichotomous choice question format (Duffield, Brown and Allen 

forthcoming). For the case at hand we chose to use a payment card question format. The 

latter is a feasible approach for the cash transaction instrument and in fact corresponds .to the 

common practice of fund-raising mailings on the part of conservation organizations. 
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Unlike dichotomous choice, payment card responses are fairly straightforward to analyze in 

that the responses can be interpreted as discrete approximations to the true WfP1• As is the 

usual practice, we anticipated examining the extent to which the variation of WI'P1 across 

respondents could be explained by measures of preferences and income. We basically 

postulated two different kinds of hypothesis. One hypothesis could be called the •naive 

economist• hypothesis that both contingent valuation and the cash trust fund would elicit the 

same values. The other hypothesis was suggested by a social-psychologist, Stewart Allen, 

who participated in survey design. Allen's perspective was that contingent valuation 

responses measure behavioral intent (to pay a cash contribution at some future date) while 

the cash responses are the actual behavior at issue. Allen's hypothesis, based on the 

psychology literature, is that the more similar the setting for the behavioral intent is in time· 

and circumstance to the actual behavior, the more similar will be the measures resulting from 

the two methods. This hypothesis did not specify the direction of differences, but implies that 

differences may occur. 

In order to explore the latter hypothesis (as described in greater detail in the following 

section), we chose to implement three different treatments: cash-TNC, hypothetical-TNC, 

and hypothetical-UM. The first two treatments correspond to mailings that went out under 

Montana Nature Conservancy letterhead and are an actual cash trust fund request and a 

hypothetical (contingent valuation) request respectively. These two treatments were as similar 

as possible, differing only in the actual request for cash. Both included a brochure describing 

the •Montana Water Leasing Trust Fund•. In other words, the setting for the behavioral 
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intent in the hypothetical request was very similar to the setting for the actual cash donation 

behavior. The third treatment went out under University of Montana letterhead and was more 

hypothetical in that it lacked a brochure and referenced only a •trust fund• that •could be 

established•. This treatment was intended to be similar to the •typical• academic contingent 

valuation study. 

To this point in the discussion we have implicitly focused on willingness to pay (amount 

contributed) as the key measure of validity. As it turned out, another behavioral dimension 

that is quite interesting is the participation level in the various treatments. We were aware 

that the free rider problem might be an important phenomena for the resource services at 

issue. However, we had no prior hypothesis how this might affect willingness to pay across· 

treatments. We also had no theoretical basis for predicting amiwi how response rates would 

vary across the survey instruments. Because it was apparent from our pre-test (described 

below) that the response rate to the cash survey would be fairly low, we considered ways to 

sample and analyze nonrespondents. We felt it was unethical to recontact the cash subsample 

participants. Our approach was to aim for a high response rate for the University of Montana 

subsample as a way of characterizing the population. In order to address issues like the 

choice to respond or not respond to the cash survey, we anticipate using the pooled 

subsamples in a selection function approach (Manly 198S). We may also implement this 

procedure for analysis of the choice to contribute. While previous contingent valuation 

studies have focused on explaining willingness to pay, for our data set the choice to 

participate is equally important. 
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A final methodological issue is the extent to which the total valuation responses for our 

appli~tion actually relate to existence uses as opposed to direct use. This issue is beyond the 

scope of this discussion but is addressed elsewhere. 12 

SURVEY METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS 

As noted previously, we developed three different treatments. The general characteristics of 

each treatment are summarized in Table 1 and the three corresponding survey instruments 

and cover letters are provided in Appendices A,B and C. The three treatments include a cash 

trust. fund mailing (Cash-TNC) that went out under The Montana Nature Conservancy 

letterhead and included a brochure (Appendix D) and payment card (Appendix E). This 

treatment solicited actual cash contributions to a trust fund that was established for purposes 

of this study through an agreement between The Montana Nature Conservancy and the 

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks. This trust fund is called the Montana 

Water Leasing Trust Fund and was described in the brochure and cover letter. The second 

treatment was a contingent valuation survey that went out under The Montana Nature 

Conservancy letterhead (Hypo-TNC) and included the same descriptive materials as the cash 

mailing. The third treatment was a contingent valuation survey that went out under 

University of Montana letterhead and made reference only to a trust fund that •could be 

established•. 

All three surveys contained five sections (see Appendix A). The first section asked general 
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questions about recreational use, particularly relating to fishing. The second section contained 

questions about specific past and expected future use of the Big Hole and Yellowstone 

Rivers. The third section contained a series of Lickert-scaled questions designed to measure 

preferences and attitudes. For example, respondents were asked if they agreed or disagreed 

with the statements: •1 have little concern for endangered species• and "I would be willing to 

contribute money or time to help Montana rivers even if I could never visit them•. The 

attitude questions were designed to measure independent dimensions of individual preferences 

relating to use and valuation of natural reSQurces. The first three sections arc identical on all 

survey instruments. The fourth section contained the cash or contingent valuation question 

series. This section was structured to include a lead-in question asking about familiarity with 

trust funds, a section describing the resources at issue, the payment card question, and a 

follow-up question to help interpret responses (including identification of protest responses). 

The fourth section differs slightly across all three treatments, primarily in the actual wording 

of the payment question (Appendices A,B, and C). The fifth section included questions on 

respondent socio-economic characteristics, including residence, age, gender and education. 

On the Hypo-UM treatment only, a question on household income was included. Our general 

aim in survey design was to have a fairly compact survey that would not be burdensome and 

would result in high question item-participation. 

The sample frame was Montana resident and nonresident fishing license holders. In a recent 

year, 1987, there were 231,134 licensed Montana resident anglers and 103,974 nonresident 

(out of state) licensed anglers. This sample frame was selected for several reasons. One 
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consideration was that the names and addresses for these populations were readily available 

in computerized form (and could be randomly drawn) from Montana DFWP 

records. Secondly, this group was likely to be interested in the resource. Particularly for 

nonresidents, there is no other readily available sample frame that includes a fairly large 

population that might be concerned with the resource at issue. Selection of a user group like 

anglers diminishes the probability that contributors would be motivated entirely by existence 

motives. Nonetheless, our judgement was that given the nature of the resource (small 

spawning tributaries for endangered species), existence motives would be dominant even for 

this user group. It may be noted that a licensed angler sample frame in Montana includes a 

fairly substantial proportion of the population - about 37 percent based on the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service national fishing and hunting survey for 1985. 

The survey instrument was initially drafted in June/July 1990 and refined through focus 

group sessions with Missoula-area residents in August 1990. The focus groups were used to 

insure that the questions were understood by respondents and to refine the choice of language 

and level of information. Initial payment card levels ($10, $25, $SO, $100 and $250) were 

selected based on earlier related work on Montana instrearn flows (Duffield, Brown and 

Allen forthcoming). The survey instruments were pretested in September 1990! with 100 

mailings of the Cash-TNC instrument and SO each of the hypothetical instruments. Because 

actual cash contributions were received for bid levels ranging from $10 to $250, the initial 

bid levels were retained in the final survey instruments. 

The main finding from the pre-test concerned survey response rates (percent of surveys 
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returned compared to surveys mailed). The response rate to the cash survey instrument was 

only around 10 percent. We suspect that low response rates may well be typical for other. 

actual conservation organization solicitations. We used our pre-test response rates to allocate 

our •survey budget" so as to receive about an equal number (400 to 500) of responses for 

each treatment. Our budget permitted about 9,000 individual mailings and we chose to do 

half to residents and half to nonresidents. The allocation among the three instruments was 

about 5300 to Cash-TNC, 2400 to Hypo-TNC and 1200 to Hypo-UM (Table 2). 

The University of Montana mailing was relatively small reflecting our assumption (based on 

previous studies including Duffield and Allen 1988) that a fairly high response rate for this 

subsample would be achieved even without followup mailings. In fact we chose to implement 

follow-up mailings for the University of Montana subsample as the most efficient way to 

characterize the overall populations. We used the Dillman (1978) total design method 

including an initial mailing, postcard reminder, second mailing to nonrespondents and a third 

(certified) mailing to nonrespondents. As noted, we felt that for ethical reasons it would be 

inappropriate to recontact individuals responding to the cash treatment. We also felt it would 

be, if not unethical, at least impolite (and certainly burdensome on The Montana Nature 

Conservancy) to recontact the Hypo-TNC subsample. 

The initial mailing for all instruments went out on November 25, 1990. The followup 

postcard was mailed one week later (December 3) and the second mailing three weeks after 

the initial mailing (December 14). The certified mailing went out six weeks after the second 
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mailing, on January 29, 1991. The time profile of the responses to all three instruments are 

shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3. Note that for the University of Montana subsample there are 

peaks in the relative frequency of daily responses following the initial mailing (day 1), the 

Second mailing (day 18) and the certified mailing (day 64). The Dillman procedure mailing 

date for the postcard reminder (day 7) is before the response to the initial mailing has fully 

died out. 

About 13 percent of the University of Montana mailing proved to be undeliverable, either 

due to bad addresses or individuals having moved. Undeliverables from the initial and 

following mailings were noted and not included in subsequent mailings. However, it was 

somewhat surprising to find that undeliverables continued to be a fairly substantial share of · 

each successive mailing, including the certified mailing. While some of this may indicate that 

certain individuals moved between mailings, it appeared to be primarily due to the failure of 

the postal service to return all undeliverable pieces. We interpolated the undeliverable rate to 

the TNC subsamples. 

RESULTS 

Comparisons of response rates and willin&ness to contribute 

Table 2 compares the response rates for the three survey types for nonresidents and residents 

separately. The response rate was lowest for TNC-Cash and highest for University both 

within the first seven days (before the first follow-up postcard) and overall. These 

differences were statistically significant between all pairs for both residents and nonresidents 
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(P< .001, based on log-linear models and follow-up chi-square tests) for both the first wave 

and overall. Nonresidents had higher response rates for ~h type of survey, both overall 

and in the first seven days. For the overall response rate, the differences were statistically 

significant (P < .001) for the TNC-Cash and TNC-Hypothetical, but not for the University 

survey. For the first seven days, the differences were not statistically significant. However, 

the higher response rate for nonresidents occurs despite the expectation that it would be 

lower than for residents, all other things equal, because of differences in mail delivery times. 

The percent of respondents expressing a willingness to contribute to the trust fund (in the 

TNC-Cash survey, this means they actually contributed money) varied widely among the 

survey types and between residents and nonresidents (Table 3). Nonresidents had 

significantly higher contribution rates than residents in all three surveys (P < .001, loglinear 

models, chi-square tests). The rate for the TNC-Hypothetical was significantly higher than 

for the TNC-Cash and the University in both the first seven days and overall. The 

University rate was significantly higher than the TNC-Cash in the first 7 days, but not 

overall. There was no significant difference between waves for the TNC-Hypothetical and 

the University surveys; the TNC-Cash rate was significantly higher for nonresidents in the 

second wave (Sl.29' vs. 36.6%, P. =.010); it was also higher for residents in the second 

wave (19.1 % vs. 9.S%, P•.OSl). 

When the number of contributors is expressed as a percent of all deliverable surveys, the 

TNC-Hypothetical and University did not differ significantly for either residents or 
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nonresidents for the first wave. They did differ significantly overall, but this reflects the 

higher response rate for the University survey. The TNC Cash was significantly lower than 

the others for both residents and nonresidents and for both the first wave and overall. The 

TNC-Hypothetical rate was 6 times higher for residents and 3 to 4 times higher for 

nonresidents, in both waves. 

The distributions by category of dollar contribution amounts for those who said they would 

contribute and the average amounts per contributor were very similar for the three surveys 

when residents and nonresidents are looked at separately (Table 4). The differences between 

survey types are not statistically significant for either residents or nonresidents (chi-square 

test on distributions and ANOVA on log of amounts). The differences between waves (not 

reported here) were also not statistically significant. The nonresident/resident differences are 

statistically significant (P< .001, chi-square and ANOVA) with nonresidents contributing 

about twice as much per contributor on average. For both residents and :nonresidents, the 

average contribution per respondent does not differ significantly between University and 

TNC-Cash, but TNC-Hypothetical is significantly greater than both (ANOVA; Newman

Keuls); it is almost twice as large as TNC-Cash for residents. Finally, the average 

contribution per deliverable survey was much greater for University than for the others, as 

expected because of the high response rate. The average per deliverable for TNC

Hypothetical is several times larger than for tNC-Cash. 

We next compare the respondents and the contributors (those expressing a willingness to 
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contribute) across the three surveys on the use, attitude and demographic variables. A full

scalc comparison is beyond the scope of this paper; a summary of preliminary univariate 

results is presented. 

Comparison of respondents 

A comparison of the respondents to the three surveys by residence reveals that there arc 

some large differences between residents and nonresidents, but surprisingly minor differences 

between the surveys. Even respondents to Pie University survey, in which individuals were 

contacted several times and which had over a 70% response rate, was not very different from 

the other two. A brief summary follows of the results of comparisons between the three 

surveys, controlling for residence. 

1. Use: There was little difference (none statistically significant) between the use 

levels of rivers in general and of the Big Hole/Yellowstone. For example, the percent 

who had ever visited the Big Hole or Yellowstone ranged from 63% to 67% for 

residents and from 70% to 73% for nonresidents. There was also almost no 

difference between the percents saying they intended to visit the Big Hole or 

Yellowstone in the next 3 years (65% to 68% for both residents and nonresidents). 

2. Fishing: There was little difference in the ratings of fishing as a favorite activity 

and on the type of equipment used. 
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3. Attitudes: The only attitude question on which there were was a significant 

difference was the response to the statement "Rivers have enough water already." 

Respondents to the TNC surveys were more likely to strongly disagree with this 

statement than respondents to the University survey (residents: 19% and 17% for 

TNC-Cash and Hypothetical, respectively, versus 11 % for University; nonresidents: 

23% and 21 % versus 12%). 

4. Conservation groups: TNC-Cash respondents were more likely to be a member of 

a conservation group (residents: 26%, 22% and 20% for TNC-Cash, TNC

Hypothetical and University, respectively; nonresidents: 58%, 47%, 49%), though the 

difference was statistically significant only for nonresidents. 

S. Demographic variables: There were no significant differences in the age 

distributions. For residents only, there was a much higher proportion of females 

responding to the University survey (32 % versus 22 % for TNC-Cash and lS % for 

TNC-Hypothetical). Again for residents only, there was lower proportion of 

respondents with at least a college degree than for the TNC surveys (25 % versus 38 % 

for TNC-Cash and 36% for TNC-Hypothetical). 

Overall, the only statistically significant difference between TNC-Cash and Hypothetical 

respondents was on membership in conservation groups for nonresidents, and this was only 

marginally statistically significant. 
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The similarity of the three groups was also confirmed by some preliminary multivariate 

analyses; for example, in a linear discriminant analysis with some of the major variables 

there was only marginal improvement in predicting which survey type an individual had 

tesponded to. 

A comparison of resident and nonresident respondents is not of particular interest at this 

point, other than to say that, as expected, there were major differences in a few areas. 

Nonresident respondents rated fishing as an activity much higher, they were much more 

likely to be fly-only fishermen, they were much more likely to be a member of a 

conservation group, and tended to be older and better educated. Differences in attitudes 

tended to be smaller, but still apparent. 

Comparison of contributors 

We also compared contributors across the three surveys, a •contributor" being a respondent 

who expressed a willingness to contribute to a trust fund. There tended to be larger 

differences than when comparing respondents. However, the sample sizes were much 

smaller, particularly for residents (since the proportion of respondents indicating a 

willingness to contribute ranged from 13% to S6% across groups). Therefore, statistical 

tests are less sensitive to small differences than with respondents. A summary of the results 

follows. 

1. Use: TNC-Cash contributors tended to be slightly heavier users of rivers than 
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TNC-Hypothetical and University, but the difference was not statistically significant. 

There was little difference between the percents who had ever visited the Big Hole or 

Yellowstone or who said they intended to visit in the next three years. 

2. Fishing: There was little difference in the ratings of fishing as a favorite activity. 

Contributors in the TNC-Cash survey were more likely.to be fly-only fisherman 

(residents: 54% for TNC-Cash versus 24% for TNC-Hypothetical and 28% for 

University; nonresidents: 75 % versus 62 % and 60%), but the differences were only 

marginally statistically significant. 

3. Attitudes: There was only one statistically significant difference, though the 

observed differences on many questions were in the direction one would expect. 

TNC-Cash contributors were more likely to strongly disagree with the statement that 

rivers have enough water already (residents: 42% for TNC-Cash versus 23% for 

TNC-Hypothetical and 18% for University; nonresidents: 36% versus 26% and 18%), 

though only the difference for nonresidents was significant (chi-square test, P=.004). 

Contributors were more likely to strongly agree with the statement that private groups 

play a major role in protecting the environment and with the statement that •1 am 

willing to give even if I cannot visit,• though the differences were not statistically 

significant. 

4. Conservation groups: TNC-Cash respondents were more likely to be a member of 
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a conservation group (residents: 54 % for TNC-Cash, versus 33 % for TNC

Hypothetical and 34% for University; nonresidents: 74% versus 62% and 63%), 

though the difference was statistically significant only for nonresidents. 

S. Demographic variables: Among residents, TNC-cash contributors tended to be the 

oldest best educated and University contributors the youngest and least educated (52 % 

age 50 or over for TNC-cash, 28% for TNC-Hypothetical and 15% for University, 

P= .03; 71 % with at least a college degree for TNC-cash, 37% for TNC

Hypothetical and 26% for University, P= .005). The proportion of females was 

significantly lower among the TNC contributors (14% and 13%) than among the 

University contributors (34% , P= .011). Among nonresidents, there were no 

significant differences between the three surveys on the demographic variables. 

Preliminary multivariate analyses confirm that there are not large differences among the 

contributors to the three surveys. 

Further analyses will attempt to identify which characteristics are most associated with the 

decision to contribute, both conditional on the decision to participate in the survey and 

unconditionally. The latter will use the University respondents as the •population• of 

potential te$pOlldents and contributors for all surveys. 

CONCLUSIONS 
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The preceding provides a discussion of preliminary results. We will briefly summarize our 

interpretation of these findings, addressing five basic questions. 

1) Do the CVM-based measures of WTP differ from the criterion \VIP measure <cash>'? The 

answer is, that it depends on which treatments are being compared and whether willingness 

to pay is computed per contributor, per respondent or per delivered mailing. The findings on 

the hypothesis of no difference across treatments for WI'P is summarized in Table S B). We 

cannot reject the hypothesis of no differenc;e across treatments for WI'P per contributor 

either for the frequency distribution of the WI'P amounts or for the means. We also cannot 

reject the hypothesis of no difference for \\1TP means per respondent for the Cash v. Hypo

UM treatments. However, the Cash v. Hypo-TNC and the two hypothetical treatments do 

show significantly different mean \\1TP per respondent. \\1TP per deliverable mailing differs 

across all treatments, because of very different response rates (sec also Table SA). It is worth 

noting that there are significant differences in \\1TP between residents and nonresidents as 

measured by the criterion (cash). Significant differences between \\1TP for these two 

subsamples also are found with the CVM measures (Table 6). 

2. Where there are differences in mean \VIP between CVM and tbe criterion. how larKe are 

these differences'? Table 7 shows the ratio of mean WI'P between treatments, again on a per 

contributor, per respondent and per deliverable basis. On a per contributor basis, the ratios 

are between .89 and 1.19 across treatments (no significant differences). On a per respondent 

basis, the Cash/H-TNC ratio is .48 for residents and .73 for nonresidents. In other words, on 
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a per respondent basis the CVM measure is higher than the cash measure by about 40% 

(nonresidents) to 1009' (residents). None of the per respondent comparisons differ by more 

than a factor of two. We feel that the comparisons to the Hypo-UM responses should be 

interpreted with caution because this treatment was implemented with follow-up mailings. 

(Recall that the Hypo-UM follow-up mailings were done in order to characterize the 

population for purposes of our selection function analysis. All comparisons arc reported here 

for the sake of completeness.) The comparison of the two single-mailing treatments (Cash 

and Hypo-TNC) are the most straightforward to interpret. On a per deliverable basis, the 

Hypo-TNC mean wrP are higher than the cash by a factor of about 3 to 4. The per 

deliverable comparisons are influenced to a large extent by response rates; the comparisons 

to the Hypo-UM treatment should be interpreted with caution as the response rate for Hypo-: 

UM is much higher due to follow-up mail contacts. 

3. Wbat are the implications of tbese findin&s for aiireiation and for intexpretation of other 

CVM studies? We would be cautious in using these preliminary findings to infer how other 

CVM studies might compare to a cash criterion, particularly those with other question 

fonnats, payment vehicles and for very different resources. Our mean wrP estimates could 

be used to infer aggregate population wrP under at least three major sets of assumptions 

(Table 8) having to do with nonrespondent WTP and interpretation of WTP for respondents 

indicating zero contributions. These assumptions arc detailed in Table 8 and would imply 

using, respectively, the per contributor, per respondent and per delivered mailing estimates, 

respectively. It would seem difficult to justify the first set of assumptions. The choice across 
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assumption sets highlights our lack of infonnation on the Cash and Hypo-TNC 

nonrespondents and on the importance of free rider behavior. 

·4. What arc the implications of tbc results for tbe use of a trust fund institution for this 

resource? This study provides evidence of positive willingness to pay as elicited by the Cash 

tre.atment. However, this study also suggests that a trust fund is not an efficient way to 

capture this willingness to pay. The wrP per deliverable for the cash treatment varies from 

S.20 for residents to Sl.63 for nonresidents (Table 4). Clearly, mailings to residents would 

not even cover postage one way let alone the cost of a return envelope, printing, and 

development costs. Trust funds as part of a resource allocation system for the resources at 

hand do not appear to be feasible, at least when based on a single mail contact. The potential 

Pareto improvement measured by WfP for the trust fund payment vehicle, when considered 

net of transaction costs, is not positive for residents and perhaps only marginally so for 

nonresidents. 
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Table 1. SW1111ary of eurvey inetrwnente. 


Item Caeh-TNC Hypo-TNC Hypo-UM 


Payment Ca8h hypothet. hypothet . 

Named/existing truet fund yee ye• no 

Brochure on truet fund in ye• yee no 
mailing 

Letterhead TNC TNC UM 

rollowup mail contact• no no yee 

Notee: Ca•h-TNC refer• to The Montana ~ature Con•ervancy mailing reque•tin9 
actual ca•h donation• to the Montana Water Leaein; Tru•t rund1 Hypo-TNC refer• 
to the contingent valuation •urvey that wa• ••nt out under The Montana Natur~ 
Con•ervancy letterhead; Hypo-UM refer• to the contingent valuation •urvey that 
wa• eent out under the Univer•ity of Montana letterhead. 
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Table 2. Sample •iz• and reepon•• rates for Montana Water Leaain9 Trust Fund 
mailing. 

Returned 

Pir•t 7 day• Overall 

Mailed Delivered N ' N ' 
R••ident• 

Caah 
Hypo. 
Univ. 

2622 

1166 

603 

221e· 

1013. 

524 

137 

130 

98 

6.0 

12.8 

18.7 

205 

193 

388 

9 . 0 

19.1 

74.0 

Nonreaident• 
C&•h 
Hypo. 
Univ. 

2682 

1192 

597 

2372. 

1054• 

528 

145 

159 

127 

6.l 

15.1 

24.1 

306 

288 

407 

12.9 

27.3 

77 . 1 

• E•ti.mated from nondeliverable rate for Univeraity aurvey. 
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Table 3 . Number and percent of reepondent• and of deliverable• willing to 
contribute to Montana Water Leaaing Truat Fund. 

Pir1t 7 day• overall 

\ of \ of ' of \ Of 
n reap. deliv. n reep. deliv. 

Resident• 
Caah 13 9.5 0 . 6 26 12. 7 l.l 
Hypo. 44 33.8 4.3 64 33 .2 6 . 3 
Univ. 21 21.4 4.0 77 19 . 8 14.7 

Nonreaidenta 
c a ah 53 36.6 2.2 136 44.3 5.7 

Hypo. 87 54 . 7 8 . 3 162 56.3 15.4 

Univ. 59 46.S ll.2 171 42.0 32 .4 
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Table 4. Relative frequency diatribution (in \) of contribution• and averaqe 
contribut ion per contributor, per reapondent and per deliverable mailing. 

Amount ( $)• Averaqe Contribution 

Per Per Per 
N 10 25 so 100 250 Contrib. ~••P· Deliv. 

Reeident• 
Caah 26 54 42 4 0 0 17.69 2.24 0.20 
Hypo. 60 75 18 7 0 0 14.92 4.64 0.88 
Oniv. 77 7l 23 s 0 0 15.26 3.03 2.24 

Nonreaidenta 
Caah 136 41 35 17 6 l 28 . 43 12.60 l.63 
Hypo. 157 39 36 17 8 1 31.85 17.36 4.74 
Univ. 170 38 39 14 8 1 31.18 13.02 10 . 04 

• The 5\ of contribution• which were not one of the amount• liated were put into th• 
nearest category . 
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Table 5 . Reject hypothesis of no difference in participation and 
WTP across treatments . 

Item Cash 
Hypo. 

v. 
TNC 

Cash v . 
Hypo . UM 

!Al fAttis;cieati~m 

(1) survey response rate 

Residents yes yes 

Nonresidents yes yes 
(2) 	 % contributors of respondents 

Residents yes no 

Nonresidents yes no 
(3) 	 ' contributors of deliverables 

Residents yes yes 

Nonresidents yes yes 

nu WilliD9Diii tQ ea~ 
(1) 	 WTP frequency distribution for contributors 

Residents no no 

Nonresidents no no 

(2) 	WTP means per contributor 

Residents no no 

Nonresidents no no 

(3) 	 WTP means for respondents 

Residents yes no 

Nonresidents yes no 

(4) 	 WTP means per deliverable 

Residents yes yes 

Nonresidents yes yes 

Hypo.
Hypo. 

TNC 
UM 

v . 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 
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Table 6. Reject hypothesis of no difference between resident and 
nonresident subsamples, given treatment . 

overall 

lBl Willingness to pay 

(1) Freq . Dist. of 
amounts contributed 

(2) Mean amounts 
cqntributed 

(3) Mean amounts 
per respondent 

(4) Mean amounts 
per deliverable 

Cash 	 Hypo. TNC U of M 

CAl Participation 

(1) 	 Survey response rate 

First 7 days no no no 

Overall yes yes no 

(2) Percent of respondents willinq to contribute 

yes yes yes 

loveralll 

yes yes yes 

yes yes yes 

yes yes yes 

yes yes yes 



Table 7 . Ratio of averaqe WTP measures between treatments for 
overall sample. 

Cash/H-TNC cash/H-UM1 H-TNC/H-UM1 

CAl flt ~2DttibYt2J: 
Resident 1.19 1.16 0.98 

Nonresident 0 . 89 0.92 1.02 

C§l f It BliJ2QDs21Dt 
Resident o. 49• 0 . 74 1. 53• 

Nonresident o. 73• 0.97 1. 33• 

(~l f I[ J:2el;i.~l[Abl!2 

Resident o. 23• 0. 09• 0-.39• 

Nonresident o. 34• 0.16· 0.47• 

• Siqnificantly different from 1 based on the means used to 

develop the ratios. 

1 compares overall responses to sinqle mailinq (TNC cash and 

hypothetical measures) to responses includinq follow up mailinqs 

(hypothetical UM) . 


2 Ratios are stronqly influenced by overall survey response 

rates . 




Table s. Interpretation: Implications for aggregation . 

Possible 
assumptions Nonrespondents 

Respondents giving zero 
contribution 

Set l 

Set 2 

Set 3 

are like contributors 

are like respondents 

WTP • 0 

are free riders , have 
WTP of contributors 

Note: Use of assumption sets 1,2 or 3 correspond to using WTP per 
contributor , WTP per respondent or WTP per deliverable, 
respectively, for aggregation. 
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1. This project was in pan supported by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under a 
cooperative agreement (#CR-816254-01-0) with the University of Montana. We appreciated 
the guidance and support offered by our project officer, William B. O'Neil. We gratefully 
acknowledge the cooperation and generous assistance provided by Brian Kahn and his staff at 
The Montana Nature Conservancy and by Liter Spence at the Montana Department of Fish, 
Wildlife and Parks. Bob McFarland at Montana DFWP kindly provided us with randomly 
drawn lists of anglers. Stewart Allen participated in survey design and pretesting. Rick 
Schrum and Chris Neher directed the data collection and management effort. 

2. Ohio v. United States Dep't Interior, 880 F.2d 432 (D.C. Circuit 1989). 

3. See 56 Federal Register 82:19752-19762 (April 29, 1991). 

4. 56 Federal Register 19762 (29 April 1991). 

5. Carson, Hanemann and Kopp (1991) also note that one could just as well state that CVM 
is the "most reliable" method for estimating nonuse values given that it is the only available 
method. · 

6. See Mitchell and Carson (1989) at 122 and Chapter 10. 

7. Mitchell and Carson (1989) at 123 and Chapter 9. 

8. Mitchell and Carson (1989) at 190-191.Content validity or face validity is the issue of 
whether the measure adequately covers the construct's domain. The basic theoretical 
construct at hand is the maximum amount of money respondents would actually pay for the 
given resource service if an appropriate market for the service existed. Content validity can 
only be evaluated subjectively, for example by examining the wording of questions. 
Construct validity involves the extent to which a given measure is related to other measures 
predicted by theory. The comparison of contingent valuation estimates to revealed preference 
measures, such as those from travel cost or hedonic models, falls in this category. In this 
case, neither of the measures is sufficiently similar to the construct to be a criteria. 

9. Mitchell and Carson (1989) call the class of goods which are similar to private goods 
(excludable, rival) but not actually traded in organized markets •quasi-private• goods. 
Fishing access is a good example. In many European countries such as Norway there are 
highly developed markets for the right to fish. 

10. The fact that the services at issue are nonexcludable raises some issues of interpretation. 
Recall Mitchell and Carson's ( 1989) definition of the basic theoretical construct in the 
contingent valuation context: "the maximum amount of money the respondents would actually 
pay for the public good if the appropriate market for that public good existed" (p. 190). Does 
an actual cash trust fund provide a criteria for this construct? The problem is that given 
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nonexcludability, there is a strong likelihood of free rider behavior. In a sense there is .DQ 
imaginable "appropriate market" for goods lacking the excludability criteria. In this sense, it 
could be argued that our actual cash trust fund measure is not a criteria, but another measure 
and that this exercise is one in "construct validity" or more precisely, a subcategory of 
construct validity called "convergent validity". 

11. An alternative and equally accessible approach is to instead utilize the consumer's 
expenditure function. See, for example, Mitchell and Carson (1989) at 26-27. 

12. A final report on this project is forthcoming. 
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Appendix A. Cash survey instrument . 
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MONTANA WATER LEASING TRUST FUND 

clo Montana Nature Conservancy • P.O. Box 258 • Helena, MT 59624 

Dear Montana Angler: 

The recent drought years and resulting record low flows ha\'e dramatically reduced fish 
populations on many Montana rivers and streams. In 1988, the reports of declining fish 
populations read like this: 

More than 2000 fish were killed in Montana's lower Madison River last weekend as 
water temperatures hit a record 82.5 degrees, and state biologists are concerned 
about weekend forecasts for air temperatures in the 90s . . . brown trout weighing 
up to 3 pounds were killed (Associated Press report, June 30, 1988). 

Fishing prospects grim around most of the State: An approximate ten mile stretch 
of the Red Rock River between Lima and Dell is dry... flow near the Big Hole's 
mouth is a mere trickle. The Jefferson River remains very low and what water is 
there is heating to fish-killing levels. (The Missoulian, August 5, 1988). 

We're writing to people who have purchased Montana fishing licenses for two reasons. 
First, we're asking you to consider a tax-deductible contribution to the newly-established 
Montana Water Leasing Trust Fund. All of the money collected will be used to lease water 
for instream flows on Montana streams during critical periods of low flows. Second, we're 
asking you to complete a brief survey on your recreational use of Montana rivers and your 
attitudes toward the trust fund. Even if you decide not to make a contribution, please 
complete the survey booklet. We think you will enjoy completing the survey; it will take 
only about 5 minutes and we've included a stamped, addressed return envelope for your 
convenience. 

The enclosed brochure describes the trust fund, how it came about, and how it will work to 
save fish populations and habitat that need the most help right now. If you wish, we'll send 
you a newsletter to inform you on how the water lea~ing trust fund is helping Montana 
streams. 

Thank you for your help in ensuring the future of Montana's stream fisheries. If you have 
any questions about the water leasing program, please contact the Montana Department of 
Fish, Wildlife, and Parks at (406) 444-2449. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Brian Kahn 
Montana Director 
The Nature Conservancy 



V. THIS SECTION WILL HELP US TO UNDERSTAND YOUR 
RESPONSES. 

1. Where do you live? City State____ 

2. What ls your age years. l
3. Are you: 0 male 0 female 

4. What is the highest year of formal education you completed? 

0 Some grade school 0 Some college 
0 Finished grade school 0 Finished college 
0 Finished junior high 0 Some postgraduate 
0 Finished high school 0 Finished postgraduate 

·. ., 
. ·.1 . • ·.. :· 

Is there anything else you would llke to tell us about flow levels In 
Montana's rivers, or other related Issues? We would appreciate any 
comments. 

. f.~~·;:: 
... -<'r 

ITHANK YOU FOR YOUR HELPI 


Please enclose this survey In the postage paid envelope provided. 


Would you like to receive a summary ol the results of this survey and keep 

informed on the progress of the Water Leasing Program through The 

Montana Water Leasing Newsletter? If so, please fill in your name and 

address and check the appropriate box on the enclosed pledge form. Your 

name will neverbe associated with your survey response. You are welcome 

to join our mailing list whether or not you choose to contribute at this time. 

THANKSI 


-1::. 
\>J 

SURVEY 


MONTANA 


WATER LEASING· 


TRUST FUND 


· --.A /~~·":;•7 . I'·-. r ')'. "·I :J~-. - · · · .-· .. 
·" . . 

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 




... 


I. FIRSTWE HAVE SOME GENERAL QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR 
RECREATIONAL USE OF RIVERS; PLEASE ANSWER EVEN IF 
YOU RARELY OR NEVER VISIT RIVERS FOR RECREATION. 

1. About how often do you currently participate in river-related recreation 
suchasstream fishing, boating, swimming In rivers, orpicnickingorcamping 
along rivers? (Please check one.) 

0 Never (Please go to Question 5.) 


0 Rarely (1-3 days per year) 


0 Sometimes (4-1Odays per year) 


0 Frequently (11-25 days per year) 


0 Very Frequently (more than 25 days per year) 


2. Have you fished a Montana stream or river In the last three years? 

Dyes 

Ono 

3. What type of fishing equipment do you generally use? 
(Please check all that apply.) 

Olures 

Obait 


Oflies 


4. How would you rate fishing compared to your other outdoor recreation 
activities? (Please check one.) 

0 It's my favorite outdoor recreation activity 

0 It's one of my favorite outdoor recreation aclivilies 
0 ll's just one of several outdoor recreation activities that I do 

0 I prefer olher outdoor recreation activities 

5. Are you a member of any conservation, sport, fishing, or boating 
organizations? · 

Dyes 

Ono 

~ 
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11. THIS SECTION ASKS ABOUT YOUR FAMILIARITY WITH THE Ill. THE NEXT QUESTIONS ASK HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT RIVERS 
BIG HOLE AND YELLOWSTONE RIVERS. AND VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES. 

1. For each statement. check the box that shows how you feel about the}
1. Have you ever visited the Big Hole or Yellowstone rivers for recreation? statement. You always have an opportunity to agree with the statemenl, 
disagree with It, or say you have no opinion. 0 no (If no, please go to question number 4.) 	 \ 

strOngly no strongly
Oye7 agtee agree opinion disagree disagree 

a. I enjoy knowing 0 0 0 0 02. If yes, what recreation activities have you participated in at 
that my friends can

these rivers? (Please check an that apply.) visit rivers for recrea-

Ofishing 0 sightseeing 0 boating 0 picnicking tion ii they want to. 


0 swimming 0 camping 0 observing wildlife 	 b. I have little concern 0 0 0 0 0 
for endangered species.

Dother 
c. I'm glad ihere's 0 0 0 0 0 
wilderness In Montana 
even if I never get to 
see it. 

3. Howmanydays have you spentrecreating at these two rivers 
d. I feel I should be doing 0 0 0 0 0In the last three years? more for Montana's 


__days on the Big Hole River rivers and streams. 


__ days on the Yellowstone River 	 e. Protecting the 0 0 0 0 0 
environment should 
be largely the responsi
bility of state and 4. Doyou plan to visit either of these two rivers for recreation in the next three federal government.

years? 
f. Private conservation ·D 0 0 0 0Dyes Ono organizations should 
play a major role in 
protecting our environ) 
 menial resources. 

J 	 g. I think most Montana 0 0 0 0 0 
rivers already have 
enough water In them 
to be a healthy resource. 

h. Rivers have spiritual or 0 0 0 0 0 
sacred values for me. 

i. I would be willing to 0 0 0 0 0 
oontribute money or time 
to help Montana rivers even 
If I could never visit them. 

~ 
'-'\. 



IV. THIS SECTION ASKS HOW FAMILIAR YOU ARE WITH 
EFFORTS TO CONSERVE NATURAL RESOURCES - AND 
ABOUT YOUR OWN WILLINGNESS TO BECOME INVOLVED. 

1. In various parts of the country, trust funds have been set up to purchase 
water or land resources to conserve unique natural resources. The Nature 
Conservancy, Ducks Unlimited, and the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation are 
examples of the types of groups that can do this. How familiar are you with 
these efforts? (Please check one.) 

0 I have never heard of such trust funds 

0 I have heard of them but don't know much about them 

0 I know a fair amount about them 

0 I know a great deal about them 

2. As you may be aware, many Montana rivers typically have low summer
time flows. In recent years, many rivers had record low flow levels that 
harmed fisheries and recreational use. Montana Department of Fish, 
Wildlife and Parks recently Identified two high priority streams for improved 
lnstream flows: 

SwampCreek, near Wisdom, ls one of only three spawning tributar
ies which contributes recruits to the currently declining Big Hole 
River arctic grayling population, the last stream dwelling population 
of this species in the lower forty-eight states as well as a •Species 
of Special Concern· In Montana. 

Big Creek, a tributary of the Yellowstone near Emigrant, Is a 
spawning stream for the Yellowstone cutthroat trout, a ·species of 
Special Concern· In Montana that has been reduced to only eight 
percent of its original range. 

~ 


You can help s~pport this program by a tax·deductible donaiion 10°the 
Montana Water Leasing Trust Fund, being administered by The Nature 
Conservancy. Through an agreement with the Montana Department of Fish, 
Wildlife and Parks, funds from the trust are transferred to the agency only 
when needed to acquire a water lease. Every dollar you contribute will go 
directly to Increasing flows In these Montana streams. All administrative 
costs as well as the costs of this survey are being covered by other funds. 
Through your support, this experimental program has thepotential to benefit 
streams In all regions of Montana.. 

We hope you are able to contribute. Please check the amount that you 
are enclosing and complete the pledge form provided: 

0 $10 0 $25· 0 $50 0 $100 0 $250 0 $__.. Other 

If you are able to contribute, could you please tell us the most Important 
reason(s) why you are supporting this program: 

If you choose to contribute at this time, we would like to know the most . 
i 

Important reason(s) for this decision: 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

l 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I
I 



Appendix B. Hypothetical-Nature Conservancy survey instrument, 

Part IV. 



MONTANA WATER LEASING TRUST FUND 

c/o Montana Nature Conser'\'ancy • P.O. Box 258 • Helena, MT 59624 

Dear Montana Angler: 

The recent drought years and resulting record low flows have dramatically reduced fish 
populations on many Montana rivers and streams. In 1988, the reports of declining fish 
populations read like this: 

More than 2000 fish were killed in Montana's lower Madison River last weekend as 
water temperatures hit a record 82.5 degrees, and state biologists are concerned 
about weekend forecasts for air temperatures in the 90s ... brown trout weighing 
up to 3 pounds were killed (Associated Press report, June 30, 1988). 

Fishing prospects grim around most of the State: An approximate ten mile stretch 
of the Red Rock River between Lima and Dell is dry... flow near the Big Hole's 
mouth is a mere trickle. The Jefferson River remains very low and what water is 
there is heating to fish-killing levels. (11ie Missoulian, August 5, 1988). 

In response to this problem, the Montana legislature in 1989 passed a bill authorizing Mon
tana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks to lease water to augment instream flows. As 
the enclosed brochure describes, this agency and the Montana Nature Conservancy are now 
developing a trust fund to pay for these leases. 

We're writing to a small sample of individuals who have purchased Montana fishing li
censes. We are asking you to complete the enclosed brief survey on your recreational use of 
Montana rivers and your attitude toward the trust fund. This is not a request for money. 
The information you provide will help us in developing the trust fund. 

We think you will enjoy filling out the survey; it will take only about five minutes and we've 
included a stamped, addressed return envelope for your convenience. We need to hea.r froil) 
you even if you don't have strong feelings about instream flows. F~r our results to be accu
rate and representative, we need your opinion. Your response is completely anonymous as 
there is no way your name can be associated with your response. 

Thank you for your help in ensuring the future of Montana's stream fisheries. If you have 
any questions about the water leasing program, please contact the Montana Department of 
Fish, Wildlife, and Parks at (406) 444-2449. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Kahn 
Montana Director 
The Nature Conservancy 



IV. THIS SECTION ASKS HOW FAMILIAR YOU ARE WITH 
EFFORTS TO CONSERVE NATURAL RESOURCES - AND 
ABOUT YOUR OWN WILLINGNESS TO BECOME INVOLVED. 

1. In various parts of the country, trust funds have been set up to purchase 
water or land resources to conserve unique natural resources. The Nature 
Conservancy, Ducks Unlimited, and the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation are 
examples of the types of groups that can do this. How familiar are you with 
these efforts? (Please check one.) 

0 I have never heard or such trust funds 

0 I have heard or them but don't know much about them 

0 I know a fair amount about them 

0 I know a great deal about them 

2. As you may be aware, many Montana rivers typically have low summer
time flows. In recent years, many rivers had record low flow levels that 
harmed fisheries and recreational use. Montana Department of Fish, 
Wildlife and Parks recently identiried two high priority streams for improved 
instream flows: 

Swamp Creek, near Wisdom, ls one of only three spawning tributar
ies which contributes recruits to the currently declining Big Hole 
River ardicgrayling population, the last stream dwelling population 
of this species in the lower forty-eight states as wel as a ·species 
of Special Concern• in Montana. 

Big Creek. a tributary of the Yellowstone near Emigrant, Is a 
spawning stream for the Yenowstone cutthroat trout, a "Species of 
Special Concern• in Montana that has been reduced to only eight 
percent of its original range. 

-'=
..J:l 

. . 
Suppose that you could help support this program by a tax-deductible 
donation to the Montana Water Leasing Trust f:und, being developedby The 
Nature Conservancy. Tlvough an agreement with the Montana Department 
of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, funds from the trust would be transferred to the 
agency only when needed to acquire a water lease. Assume that every dollar 
contributed would go directly lO lncreasl11g flows In these Montana streams. 
This experimental program has the potential to benefit streams Inall regions 
of Montana 

If you were contacted In the next month, would you be wllllng lo make 
a donation to this trust fund? 

Dyes Ono 

If yes, please check the amount that you would be wllllng to 
contribute: 

0 $10 0 $25 0 $50 0 $100 0 $250 0 $___ Other 

... 
Ifyou would choo~ to contrlbute,could you please tell us the most Important 
reason(s) why you would support this program: 

If you would not choose to contribute, we would like to know the most 
Important reason(s) for this decision: 

I 
., 

' I 
I 

i It ~' : , .. 


. . ,.! ~.......· 

: :.,•I ·.:

I 
I 
' 
! 
I 



Appendix C. Hypothetical-University of Montana survey instrument, 

Part IV. 



• ((i)JUniversity
'"J. , ~~ ~ ·~ of Montana 

'li~soula. \lontana ~9812 

Dear Montana Angler: 

I'm sure you are aware that the recent drought years have had many effects on 
Montana. Farmers, ranchers, towns and cities, and industries suffer when there 
isn't enough water to go around. 

The low water levels in many rivers have damaged fish and wildlife that depend 
on rivers and streams. Anglers, boaters, and other people who use rivers for recre
ation have not been able to pursue their activities. This also has affected residents 
and communities relying on tourism as a source of income. 

The University of Montana is studying the effects of drought and low water levels 
in rivers, and we need your help. The questionnaire enclosed asks you about your 
use of rivers for recreation and how you feel about related environmental issues. 

We think you will enjoy filling out the survey; it will take only about five minutes 
and we've included a stamped, addressed return envelope for your convenience. 

You are one of a small number of Montana fishing license holders randomly 
selected to receive this survey. For our results to be accurate and representative, 
we need your opinion. We need to hear from you even ifyou don't have strong 
feelings about these issues. Your opinions will be completely confidential because 
your name will never be associated with your responses. The surveys are num
bered so that we can keep track of who has responded. 

Thank you for your help. Ifyou would like a summary of the results of this study, 
please write your name and address on the return envelope (not on the question
naire) and we will make sure you get one. If you have any questions, call Becky 
Hanway or me at (406) 243-2925. 

Sincerely, 

~~uffield 
Study Director 

Equal Opportunity in Education and Emplo)mtnl 



Water Now and for the Future 

The Value of Montana Rivers 


V. THIS SECTION WILL HELP US TO UNDERSTAND YOUR 
RESPONSES. 

1. Wheredo you live? City State_ _ _ _ 

2. Whal ls your age years. 

3. Are you: 0 male 0 female 

4. What Is the highest year of formal education you completed? 

0 Some grade school 0 Some college 
0 Finished grade school 0 Finished college 
0 Finished junior high 0 Some postgraduate 
0 Finished high school 0 Finished postgraduate 

6. Please check your household•s Income before taxes last year: 

0 under $5,000 0 $20,000·24,999 0 $50,000-74,999 
0 $5.000·9,999 0 $25,000·29,999 0 $75,000-125,000 
0 $10,000-14,999 0 $30,000-39.999 0 $125,00-250,000 

0$1s:ooo-19,999 0$40,000-49,999 Dover $250,00 


Is there anything else you would llke to tell us about flow levels In 
Montana•s rivers, or other related Issues? We would appreciate any 
comments. 

I 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP! 

Please enclose this survey In the postage paid envelope provided. 

If you would like to receive a summary of the resuhs of this survey, please 
write your name and address on the outside of the retum envelope - not 
on the survey. Your name will never be associated with your survey 
response. THANKS! 

~ 

{~~University 
~~~.. of Montana.,.., 



• • 
IV. THIS SECTION ASKS HOW FAMILIAR YOU ARE WITH 
EFFORTS TO CONSERVE NATURAL RESOURCES - AND 
ABOUT YOUR OWN WILLINGNESS TO BECOME INVOL YEO. 

1. In various parts ol the country, trust funds have been set up to purchase 
water or land resources to conserve unique naturaJ resources. The Nature 
Conservancy. Ducks Unlimited, and the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation are 
examples of the types of groups that can do this. How familiar are you with 
these efforts? (Please check one.) 

0 I have never heard of such trust funds 

0 I have heard of them but don't know much about them 

0 I know a f alr amount about them 

0 I know a great deal about them 

2. As you may be aware, many Montana rivers typically have low summer
time flows. In recent years, many rivers had record low flow levels that 
harmed fisheries and recreational use. Montana Department of Fish, 
Wildlife and Parks recently identified two high priority streams for Improved 
lnstream flows: 

Swamp Creek, near Wisdom, is one of only ttvee spawning tributar
ies which contributes recruits to the currently decfining Big Hole 
River arctic grayling population, the last stream dwelling population 
of this species in the lower forty-eight states as weH as a •species 
of Special Concern· in Montana. 

Big Creek, a tributary of the Yellowstone near Emigrant, is a 
spawning stream for the Yellowstone cutthroat trout, a •species of 
Special Concern• in Montana that has been reduced to only eight 
percent of its original range. 

v--.. 
vl 

Both of these streams have critical spawning habitat that Is severely 
dewatered in most years. To help improve flows on these streams, a trust 
fund could be established to lease water at levels that would maintain these 
fisheries. If you were contacted within the next month, would you 
contribute to a trust fund to buy water needed to maintain summer 
flows on these streams? 

Dyes Ono 

If yes, please check the amount that you would be.willing to 
contribute: 

0$10 0$25 0$50 0$100 0$250 0$. Other 

If you wouldchoose to contribute, could you please tell us the most important 
reason(s) why you would support this trust fund: 

If you would not choose to contribute, we would like to know the most 
important reason(s) for this decision: 
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Montana Water uasing Trust fund 

c/o Montana Nature Conservancy 


Power Block West • 3rd Aoor 

Post Office Box 258 

Helena, MT 59624 


~ 

THE MONTANA 

WATER LEASING 


TRUST FUND 


-~ 

Our Goal is lo Protect Fish Habitat 

Through lnstrtom Flows. 


~ .. 

The Montana Waler l.LOsing Program has the potential lo solve one ofMontana's 
biggest problems - ll1e allocation ofwater to instrum flows-in a way that is fair 
lo all concerned. 

•Authorized by House Bill 707, 1989 Montana Legislature 
• Recognizes and protects existing water rights and uses 
• Uses the market process to identify willing parties 
• Leases paid by private donations to the Montana Water Leasing 

Trust Fund 
• Potential for improving instream flows for fisheries and recreation 

A Mor1tana strtom with and without adequate instream flows. 
-photos by Joe M. Halterman 

Early Summer - adequate Oows Late Summer - inadequate nows 
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Q.wa..tillll•w..a.n.WakrLrae&narroar-1 

A. h ill a program achnWatend by lht Stalt ol 
Montana that pronla a - b ltu!ng waltr 
llwil would OlhlrwiM bt dlwrtcd for Irrigation. nw-.......-....."'*-totim.flt filh. 
wildlife. and noatlon. 

Q. Wliallathtlepla•lherflJ fordiuprogn•f 

A.HouMllll7fl1 • .,_ctbJ lht Motltana lfglala
ew. an April. 1919 Uld alptd Into law by Gover· 
- SIMSt.,._.oa May 11 ol that,...,. 

l'NtbW ghwlhtMonaAN ~tolFW\, 
Ilk and Parb lht authorilJ to loM water 

hoa\'w;wna putMs to kttp water In a gtwn 
ftlh populatioN. Wattr can be 
"..,,_ duriftg lht row y.ar 

which expittl In 1993. 

Q. Wily la dtll ,...,_ MCHMIJJ 

A.~ txiliting uecol.urlatt wattt In Montana 
111 baaed °" a •ftnt 111 11mt, flnt 1n righr 1tga1
prind,,._~ flnt - ol a given llbtam has tht 
priority right. ltefltctlng Montana'• p6onter put, 
thtM rtghll an inaJNyhtld by randltn. 

Today, ,... _ y.ar alttr our Stat• Centmnial. 
Montana la a dilftft'lll pla<t than It waa In 11189. 
Now, alongwithagriclllhft, rtenatlonb a majlw 
._on ow rtwn and lb't&m1. Abo, ptot>1t have 
btpatovaluthnlthyri"'9 blhttrownNM
for tht beauty, the fiehtritl and tht wUdllk. 

MoManaillblesMdwidluiabundanttolUJ'liqut 
rtwn and tributarte-dw Smith. the Clarli ~lc. 
tht MUHtlaMll. tht Big Holt - but potdorw ol 
thtM and 1nMJ odte ......_ are Marty dry In 
flCJClf wattr ,.--. 

Q. Wllyil..._a......_.W..aLr.."'aTniet 
hft41 

A.nw ltplatuNdld notpnMcSt funding tor t1w 
actual ...... ol water, llut aUow.d public and 
prt.•poups to<*'lribute funds toenableMon
taftaDtJMrt-lolfilh, Wlldllf•andP1rbtopay 
forlitua 

~..,.... 

Q. Why-Id a ranchtr be willing lo lt1st hit 
• lier water rightaP 

A. 1W1cN1 att buslnns tnlerprisn. The ranch 
....- an.e continuaUy -h decisions, such 
• w.,.._ to ltHe a givtn field or pa.sturt. 
~. from lht busintSS studpoint, waltr is 
allo a ttMWablt tttoUrc-like grass or timber. 
a.-ethaationa, the value ol the water to tht 

nnct-,forcumplt to irrigate a MC'Ondcuttingol 
hay IDJuly Of Auptt, inay bt Ins than tht value 
ol tht wal« ltft inltrum for fish and reaeation. 
bl 9'd CMa tht ranchu may choose to be a.......... 

Q. How 4ett M011tana O.partiaent of flth, 
Wildlift and Pubch-slttaias lo be lt1std7 

A. Tht agency'• ptofeulonal 1taff idrnlifiH 
strt1ms whtrt thtrt att sul»tantial benefits to 
fisheries from lncrtutd stttamllow and where 
there It a history ol d-atering. Tht staff rrcom
rnmdatioN must thtn be approved by tht Fish 
and Garnt Coauniulon and tht Board of Natural 
Raourca and C_,,,atioft mutt approw the 
tlrta- for ltu!ngbefore the ltulng fl'OCtll can 
fwthtr procetcl. 

Iii CMi"•,,.,_.,,,y....._a;.,_, r.t
,..,.,. u,., .......,,_triltr• fflalt-1".... 

,.,,",,.,_.,,.,,_,_,. ,..,,..,,, .,..... fix 

iniJM*';"""'°"'· -plialoby Chril Clancy 

Q. Whal ttreune han bttn recoialfttndtd f« 
~aaing lo datd 

A. Tht agency hu klentifitd two aitkal •pawn· 
ing11Tearns in southwat Mont-: Swamp<:rttlc. 
a tributary to lht BigH<>W RiYttnear Wbdocn and 
Big Crttk. a tributary to tht Yellowstone Ri•a 
near Emigrant. 

Swarnp Creek ii one ol just thrft tributarin to 
the Big Holt that husignificant spawning,,_ol 
Arctic gray ling. Tht Big Holehu lhtonlystream· 
d-iling population of AKtk grayUng left In the 
lowtr48stain.A ltawarrangttntntwould assure 
sufficient flows during aitkal •pawning and fry· 
rearing stages. 

Water leasing on Big Crttk will Improve 
spawning conditionl for YellowstON cutthroat 
trout. CWTmtly the Iowa part ol this etnam is 
aeverely dewalered insurnmtrmonths,whtneggs 
should bt incubating and the fry emerging to 
mlgratt to lht Yello-lont River. Pure-strain 
Ydlowstone cutthtoat trout occupy only tight 
peranl ol their original ruigt In Montana. 

Q. Why wH The NatuttCollMrYUKJch-nto 
administer the trwl funcl1 

A. Aside from being onc ol tht rnoet mpedtd 
constrvalion organization In lhe US.,~Nature 
c_,.ancy is abo perhafl' tht -t un~. It 
punun ItsgoalolprOll«tingnaturaldlvenitynot 
by lobbying in the political arena, but by working 
quietly and effectively withl.n OW' marht system. 
~Naturec-rvancy has, through outright 

purchase, negotiation ol constrYatlon taMmtnts, 
or rooperattn agrttmenl• with public agtndn, 
protected OY« 5.5 million acres In tht U.S. and 
Unada. It edmiNIMn tht largat systtm ol pri
valt nature resttva - 1,100such arc• - In tht -w. . 

• ' 

Q. Is The Nature ConttrYancy acll•t In 
Montana? 

A. Yes. ~ Naturt Constrvancy has ui active 
P'fttnCe In Montana through the Big Sky Field 
Of~ In Heltna. To date about one third ol a 
million acru have bttll protecttd In this slate. 
Including 28 apedfic propmia. 

Recently ~ Montana Nature ComtrVancy 
obtaintd an ellSftl\tnt on Ted Turntt's Aying O 
ranch ntar Gallatin Gateway. The Hsemtnl en· 
sum that this property, which constitutes rnore 
than 10 perant ol lht privately held lands adj.a· 
cftll to Ytllowstont NatioNI Park. will nner be 
aubdlvidtd but wiU be maintained In historical 
agricultural111es.11Useaseawnlislhtslnglt largest 
eucawnt In U.S. history. 

Q, What att the potential benefits of the water 
leasing program? 

A.This exptrimtntal water leasing program will 
providecritical spawning habitat In BigCrttk and 
Swamp Crttk. Healthy fishe.WS generate recre
ation-related businrss that many small Montal\.a 
corNnunitla have come to ~nd on. 

In the long run, if lht water leasing program is 
successful and rrcrivea strong public support, thr 
Montana ltgislatute willbtmore W.ely tocontinue 
and expand tht program in the future. 

As one fishery manager put it: "Montana has a 
Jot ol 'Instant' trout streams - just add watrr.· 
Thtrt Is a good potential for improving slrtam· 
based fisheries thtoughout Moncana, particululy 
on smaller, cold water strtams. 

Q. WhatwUI det~nnln~th~ su(<tHofthis w1ltr 
lt1ting program7 

A. Suttess wUI deptnd on IM willingnrss ol 
individualt-ranchtts, ttertatlonlsts. and others 
who value lnstrram flow - to participate. 
~e art alttady individuals who have com~ 

forward In tht ranching community and shown 
their willingness lo begin negoti.ating ltaHS. II is 
now up to reatatlonists and others who want 
htalthy streams to do theil part. 

http:fishe.WS

